TriZetto®
Edge Server Solution
Meet Edge Server reporting requirements for Exchanges and the individual and small group markets

Utilize a secure data sharing platform that allows the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to receive de-identified, aggregated health data from health plans participating in Exchanges and serving the individual and small group markets.

The TriZetto Edge Server Solution supports delivery of required HHS files to the Edge Server, providing:

- Insight into risk score accuracy
- Regulatory compliance to avoid fines and penalties
- Individual reimbursements supported by risk adjustment data

Key capabilities:

- **Data scrubs** provide ease of execution or you may elect to build your own using filters that ensure only appropriate records are submitted.

- **Flexible data maps** allow required data to be captured and directed from multiple sources into the EDM application.

- **Medical encounter, Rx claims and Enrollment** information meets required XML submission formats.

- **Hosted and On Premise** delivery is available for EDM for Edge Server
A Comprehensive Solution
The TriZetto Edge Server Solution is part of the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products—a portfolio of software products that help healthcare organizations enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency, improve cost and quality of care and improve the member and patient experience.

The solution is powered by the TriZetto Encounter Data Manager (EDM) which helps you scrub, mask, submit and track complete files according to varying HHS submission and format requirements for delivery to the Edge Server.

Currently in use by health plans in 36 states, the EDM functionality embedded in the solution supports the many nuances of encounter submission required for numerous other government programs as well as the data requirements of the Edge Server—securely sharing cleaned information on enrollment, medical claims and pharmacy claims data on a monthly basis.

Reach your objectives faster
In addition to the TriZetto Edge Server Solution, we offer an extensive line of solutions and services that harness the power of digital to optimize your business. Achieve new levels of performance and efficiency with Digital Business, Digital Operations, and Digital Systems and Technology capabilities from Cognizant.

Meeting your Edge Server requirements
Pre-integrated with TriZetto’s Facets™ and QNXT™ core administration applications, and supporting utilization with other non-TriZetto core administrative platforms, the TriZetto Edge Server Solution provides an interface from enrollment and claims data sources to generate and edit files submitted through the Edge Server to HHS. The solution delivers enhanced submission file accuracy and error fixes to help you maximize risk scores and deliver higher reinsurance revenue.

For more information about how the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency and improve cost and quality of care, call 1-800-569-1222 or visit www.cognizant.com.